
Why the Double-Dabble Algorithm Works

Summary

When the Double-Dabble process begins, all the BCD digits are zeros, and the binary 
number is just a positive binary number.  Let's say that the binary number is a 32-bit 
number.  We begin by shifting out all the leading zeros and subtracting those from the bit 
count.  If there are 15 leading zeros, then 32 minus 15 means there are 17 significant bits 
left to process.

At this point, all the BCD digits are still zero and the BCD number is a valid BCD number.  
Checking now for a "greater than 4" pre-correction would show that no pre-correction is 
necessary. Shifting the binary number one bit to the left (the equivalent of multiplying the 
binary number by 2 or the equivalent of adding the binary number to itself), we now get a 
one shifted out of the high-order bit. 

Now we shift the BCD digits left one bit (the equivalent of doubling the BCD number or the 
equivalent of adding the BCD number to itself). This doubling of the BCD number means 
that the low-order bit will always be zero, because the number will be even.  Now we can 
add the one digit shifted out of the binary number to the BCD number without any sort of 
carry rippling down.  The BCD number should now contain only valid BCD digits.

We loop back and do all the "greater than 4" pre-corrections we need to do for the BCD 
digits.  Then we shift the binary number one bit left, add the BCD number to itself plus the 
digit shifted out of the binary number.  Each time we do what is described in this paragraph, 
we end with a valid BCD number.

After shifting out the entire binary number (ending with a binary zero), we should have the 
entire binary number represented in a valid BCD number.  QED.

Background

A review of the BCD number representation and BCD  addition follows:

BCD (binary coded decimal) is a method of encoding a decimal number using a 4 binary bits 
to represent one decimal digit. A 4-bit binary number can be used to represent the decimal 
numbers 0 through 15, but in BCD the only values allowed in each 4 bit comibination are 
the values for the decimal digits 0 throught 9. The 4-bit values representing 11 through 15 
(A through F hexidecimal) are invalid in a BCD number.

When two BCD numbers are added, invalid values can occur in some of the 4-bit digit 
values.  When an invalid value occurs, it must be corrected by adding 6 to the 4-bit 
combination that represents the invalid BCD digit. This correction is referred to as a "decimal 
adjust". 

When adding two BCD numbers, the digits are added beginning with the two least 
significant digits.  When the two least significant BCD digits are added and an invalid value 
results, 6 must be added to the BCD sum digit to correct it. There are two situations which 
indicate the need for this decimal adjust correction:  (1) if the 4-bit BCD sum digit contains 
an invalid value of 11 through 15, or (2) if there was a carry out of the 4-bit BCD sum digit.  
(A carry out of the BCD sum digit indicates that the sum digit was greater than 15.)



For example, suppose the numbers 2,497 (0010 0100 1001 0111) and 3,286 (0011 0010 
1000 0110) are added using the BCD representation:

0010 0100 1001 0111
0011 0010 1000 0110
--------------------------------

For the least significant digit pair, 0111 and 0110 added together gives 1101, which is an 
invalid BCD digit.  The decimal adjust adds 6 (0110) and this gives 1 0011 -- that is 3 with a 
1 carried out of the 4-bit value.

The next digit pair, 1001 and 1000, plus the carry added together produces 1 0010 -- that is 
2 with a 1 carried out of the 4-bit digit.  Since there was a carry out of the 4-bit digit value, 
the decimal adjust must be applied and 6 is added.  The resulting BCD sum digit is 8.

The third digit pair, 0100 and 0010, plus the carry is added producing 0111. This is a valid 
BCD digit of 7 and no decimal adjust is needed here.

The final digit pair, 0010 and 0011, is added and produces 0101.  This is the valid BCD digit 
for 5 and again no decimal adjust is needed.  So the final sum is 0101 0111 1000 0011 -- 
5,783.

Double Dabble

This discussion covers the conversion of a 16-bit binary number to the BCD 
represtation of that number.  The binary number for conversion occupies 2 
bytes:   01011010 10110101.  The result can be up to 5 decimal digits and so the 
resulting BCD number requires 3 bytes of storage:

0000 0000  0000 0000  0000 0000.  

Thus in the beginning there is:

0000 0000  0000 0000  0000 0000   |   01011010  10110101

The conversion takes 16 iterations of a loop.  

Suppose that in the 16 interations of the loop, the binary number is only shifted 
left into the BCD area (with zeroes shifted into the binary number from the least 
significant side).  After the loop ends, the result is just a copy of the binary 
number in the area reserved for the BCD digit result and the original number is 
all zeroes. 

0000 0000  0101 1010  1011 0101   |   00000000  00000000

This is obviously not the desired result. No BCD conversion has been done.

There are three ways that can characterize shifting the numbers left by 1 bit:



(1)  the numbers are being shifted left 1 bit, 

(2) each number is being multiplied by 2, or 

(3) the binary number is being added to itself and the BCD number is being 
added to itself plus the carry out of the binary number.  

We want to consider the third way of thinking of the process:  adding two copies 
of the same number together.

Now think of adding the destination BCD number to itself as a way of doubling 
the number.  Then shift left the 16-bit binary number and "add" the bit shifted 
out to the BCD number.  (Since the BCD number is doubled, the least 
significant bit will always be zero at this point.) Finally, do all the "decimal 
adjust" corrections necessary to the BCD number by adding 6 where 
appropriate.

A problem becomes apparent:  it is obvious which BCD digits are invalid digits, 
but it is not possible to tell at this point which BCD digit additions caused a carry 
into the next BCD digit.  We had to save the carry bit from the previous BCD 
digit in order to know for sure when to add 6 to the next BCD digit.  And adding 
6 requires that we begin at the least significant BCD digit, because adding 6 can 
also cause a carry into the next BCD digit at this time and can cause the next 
BCD digit to be invalid.

But the Dibble-Dabble BCD addition is not just adding two arbitrary BCD 
numbers.  There is an extremely valuable piece of information we have about 
the addition, namely that both BCD numbers added together are equal!  We can 
use this fact to do the needed "decimal adjust" corrections *prior* to actually 
doing the addition!

Before the two BCD numbers are added, we compare each digit to see if it is 
greater than 4 (than or equal to 5).  If a digit is 5 or greater, when the number 
is double, then the digit will have a value of 10 or greater, and thus be an 
invalid BCD digit.  Since we will be doubling the value in the BCD digit position, 
we add 3 to the digit when the current value is 5 or greater.  The 3 also gets 
doubled and the results are the same as adding 6 *after* the BCD addition.

Adding the 3 to any BCD digit at this point will *never* cause a carry out of the 
4-bit BCD digit.  Therefore, we can test and decimal adjust the BCD digits in 
any order we desire and still obtain the correct result, so long as we process 
every digit.

So this explains how the double-dabble algorithm works:

For each shift iteration:

1) Check for BCD digits greater than 4, and add 3 every time one is found.

2) Add the BCD number to itself.  This can be done by shifting the BCD number 
left one bit.  Then shift the binary number left one bit and add the value of the 
bit shift out of the binary number to the BCD number.  



Since the BCD number was doubled and is now even, the least significant bit 
will always be zero before the bit shifted out of the binary is added.  The entire 
sequence of adding the two BCD numbers plus the shift out from the binary 
number... can be accomplished by just shifting the whole combined two numbers 
one bit left.

Continue until the binary number part is zero; this should require 16 shifts for a 
16-bit binary number.  (These 16 shifts include the high-order zeros disposed of 
before beginning to shift the binary-BCD number combination.)


